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IRAE stands for the initials of the four stages. (Intrigue, Rapport,
Attraction, and Enslavement.) According to Shogun Method,
each of the four stages should be moved through one stage at a
time. The stages should also be followed in order, without
skipping or staying too long at any stage. The goal is to reach
the last stage: Enslavement. An increasing list of men and
women are having a positive effect on this methodology. Ladies,
they are like a small band of pioneers trying to bring to you the
future. Dont be fooled by their innocent appearance. They have
knowledge hidden behind their appearance. They have fallen in
love with this methodology and they want to teach it to you in
order to have a stronger and more powerful effect on their
conquests. Shogun Method is a revolutionary program that
teaches you the exact skills to attract women when you become
a Shogun. A program containing the best and most powerful
natural techniques to break down any resistance so that women
simply cant help but fall in love with you. All the tools are laid
out for you, step-by-step. The techniques will help you
manipulate your environment so that women are naturally
attracted to you, and when they do fall in love with you, they are
more likely to say YES! Derek Rake is an expert pickup artist. He
teaches clients all over the world how to become a real pickup
artist. With his trademark blunt, no-nonsense delivery, he
teaches even the most jaded guy the secrets to a successful
pickup. Proven techniques to attract and charm women.
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That being said, Shogun Method is not a bad book. Its great at
dealing with ways to handle a woman when shes not interested.
So if youre already in a relationship, but shes not reciprocating

the affection, Shogun Method can teach you to force the issue or
manipulate her into wanting to be with you. The Black Rose is a
good form of meditation to learn to control others. In the context

of PUA, I believe Shogun Method can use to advance. The
themes of the book are very interesting, and according to Derek
Rake in his book, actual group discussions took place at some of
the training sites. But the overall theory of fractionation is not

good. Fractionation is the idea that you can increase the
strength of the various stages and eventually cause real

personality change. Derek Rake believes that by practicing
fractionation a person can become stronger in one area, and

weaker in other areas. Ultimately, this would result in a person
who couldnt say no to anything. Third, this gets my vote. It looks
cool, sounds cool, and is a much more interesting concept than

half of the books Ive read on the subject. The fact that it actually
works makes me think that a lot of the books Ive read on the

subject can be perfected with a little more practice. While I think
that Derek Rake has a point, and is one of the most successful
PUA to ever exist, I also think that he has learned too much in

his short life (only 43 years old) and overextended himself in his
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methods. For example, he believes that the Black Rose can be
used to control a man, and I believe he is wrong. Im certain that
if he realized that it isnt a potent tool, he would use less of it. I

respect Derek for his large impact on the industry, but to me he
just seems more like a ringleader in the deep end of the pool.
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